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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

   This chapter presents the study's conclusion and recommendations for 

teachers or lecturers, readers, and future researchers who put the interest in 

researching slang words. 

A. Conclusion 

   After analyzing the data collection of slang words used by Park Jaehyung 

 on Twitter, the writer comes to the following conclusion: 

   There are 24th slang words that has been found by the writer. The 24th 

 slang words are angy, blsbro, cap, cus, dun, dope, doin, guise, gah, halp, 

 HMU, howdy, Ierno, K, lemi, LMAO, NVM, NGL, otter, tmrrw,  wot, welp, 

 yall, YAYA. 

   There are two kinds of slang words used by Park Jaehyung on twitter such 

 as society slang (angy, blsbro, cap, cus, dun, doin, gah, halp, HMU, Ierno, K, 

 lemi, NVM, NGL, otter, tmrrw, wot, welp, YAYA), and public house slang 

 (dope, guise, howdy, LMAO, Yall). 

   There are three functions of slang words used by Park Jaehyung on twitter. 

 The first function is to waggishness with a total of six slang words (angy, cus, 

 dun doin, halp, LMAO). The second function is to enrich the language with a 

 total of thirteen slang words (cap, dope, GAH, Ierno, K, lemi, NVM, NGL, 

 otter, tmrw, welp, wot, YAYA). The last function of slang words used by Park 

 Jaehyung is to feeling closeness with a total five slang words (blsbro, guise, 

 howdy, HMU, Yall). 
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B. Suggestion 

   Following some conclusions, the writer would like to make some 

 suggestions that are expected to be useful for all lecturers and students, 

 particularly those in the Department of English Education, including the 

 general reader. Because of the researcher's knowledge, the writer recognizes 

 that this research is still far from perfect. 

   Slang words used by Park Jaehyung can be used as a reference for students 

 of the English Education Department, IAIN Kediri, to provide insight into the 

 other side of slang, and its influence to make literature more interesting. 

   This study can be used as a reference for the next researchers to conduct 

 similar research. The writer hopes that this research will provide readers with 

 new insights into slang. 


